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I have given this subject a tremendous amount of thought since things started to become seriously off 
target and in danger of taking the wrong direction which can only end up in spending millions of dollars 
to create a useless and “frankly” illegal mandate on every resident of the Indian Wells Valley.  I have 
written “guest editorials” and “letters to the editor” for both newspapers plus articles and produced these 
Newsletters pointing out what is wrong and, in some cases, added wide, overview suggestions on getting 
back on the right path.  I attended the July 10 so-called “general public” meeting with “some” members 
of the IWVGWA, was extremely appalled at what I was hearing in not only their opening reports, but 
also  the answers from IWVGWA to questions posed by the audience.  I finally had to make my way to 
the microphone during the “questions from the public” session and make my statements. 
 
I have put together much more material and had many more sleepless nights when the quiet opens my 
mind to giving deep thought to this matter since then.  Now that I and many others have expressed our 
objections to the current IWVGWA approach to Sacramento’s SGMA mandate, I believe it is time to step 
forth with our own positive plan.  I’m following my experiences of over 60 years dealing with bad politi-
cal interference, dealing with turning wrong to right around the world, 45 years in the construction world, 
etc., these areas totally divorced from this water problem, but the path to solution is pretty much the 
same.  So….I hereby share with all reading this the following which is my answer to government over-
reach with a very broad, but fairly simple solution.  This gives a solid and firm basis from which to start 
moving forward toward a positive and very good end result.  Some of this will be repeats of my prior 
inputs, but are necessary to complete cause and solution in this document. 
 
1.  We have to demand that our California Senators, Assemblymen and Governor put this  SGMA on 
hold.  Let’s bring Sacramento to the understanding that the areas of California’s water problems are not 
the same for each area and no mandate should ever put all areas into one solution package.   
 
2.  We must look at the basic root cause(s) of the various areas in question which have been identified as 
aquifers-in-trouble.   
 A. We have Mother Nature at the top currently imposing drought which will end...we just don’t 
  know when...could be tomorrow, next month, next year or further in the future.  But it 
  will end!  But even that impact is different in different areas.  Each area need to identi
  fy the root cause of their specific problem to be able to work to solve each area’s 
  differing root causes.  We here in IWV can only get specific by addressing the IWV 
  situation. 
 
 B.  Our Indian Wells Valley’s situation is entirely different than other areas.  Simply identified, 
  our basic root cause goes back to the intrusion and diversion by Los Angeles of a huge 
  portion of the headwaters which, for centuries (at least) flowed south to IWV and was 
  primary inflow contributing a huge percentage of the water that refilled our IWV aqui-
  fer.  This diverting of the southerly natural flow of northern waters was implemented by 
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  the LA politicians and  real-estate businesses, which turn out to be mostly one and  the same, in order to ex- 
  pand housing and real estate interests in their areas where there was not an adequate availability of water to  
  sustain the increase of population.  However, the start date was prior to the 1913 completion date when strings 
  were pulled, manipulations paid for and there was no communications like we have today which would have 
  assured  this endeavor would never have happened  because the people of our IWV, Owens Valley and north
  ward would never have let LA get away with what they did back  then.  Now, 105 years later, it is time to cor-
  rect this huge mistake.  “Better late then never!”   
 
3. This is not a simple “turn-on-the-old-faucet again” all these years later to clean up the mess originally created at the begin-

ning of the 20th century.  One rule I was taught many years ago is that people should go to water, water should not be re-
routed to people.  That’s just a general ancient statement, but has turned out to be quite true in most cases where man has 
rerouted water to benefit one area while hurting, devastating and/or destroying another.  From where ever that water has 
come that area usually suffers.  After a couple of sleepless nights spent “thinking” instead of sleeping,  following are ques-
tions to be answered and my answers which bring forth a positive solution for IWV and Los Angeles.   

  
 A.  What can LA do to provide their own water without depriving other huge areas of California of their naturally- 
  provided  water? 
  1.  Desalination...the LA area has the Pacific Ocean at their front door.  All they have to do is import that            
   ocean water directly to a  new  desalination  plant(s)  to be  built near  the  “incoming” end of their 
   two existing aqueducts.  This would be far less distance than the combined miles of  the  two aque-
   ducts  (which are approximately 300 miles each, total of about 600 miles) which are currently carry-
   ing diverted water down from up north.  Then desalinate and insert that desalinated clean water into 
   their already-existing distribution system.   
 
 B.  How much time will it take to complete and put on-line the desalination system(s) and thus shut down and destroy  
  the existing LA aqueducts which are now taking a large percentage of our aquifer refill water? 
  1.  Any final plan needs to set a firm, non-negotiable, feasible time-line for completion. This is extremely im-
   portant since so many projects always try to extend deadlines if  good, knowledgeable and response
   ble contractors are not hired.  I would suggest  5 years should be adequate in this day-and-age with 
   modern technology, engineering and contractors.  
 
    After one full year to allow for initial building of the new desalination facility, which by then should
    have enough completion to be able to start the first of the 5-year’s transferring of a percentage of  
   water from aqueduct input to desalination output, following  up each year for 4 years requiring there
    must be a firm and specific percentage of increase between transferring water from  the LA aque- 
   ducts  to desalination plants for processing and then water-delivery outflow using currently-existing 
   distribution facilitation.  This percentage value for each of  the 5 years is an area of future determina-
   tion and could be 20% per  year or it could be a smaller percentage at first increasing to larger as long 
   as it is completed 100% at  the end of the required 5-year time.  To wait until the desalination facility 
   is completed would  be an unacceptable delay to the aquifer-refill situation in our IWV.   
 
4. The question of who pays the bill, where does the money come from and will the California government contribute since 

they approved this back in early 1900’s in the first place (and possibly other entities) will have to be determined without 
delay!  Government’s financial participation, of course, means every California tax payer will pay for LA’s interference in 
natural water flow all these years.   

 
5. One thing I would emphatically demand is that however this is handled, lawyers/attorneys be kept out of it.  History proves 

their intrusion will cause obstacles, horrendous delay, and screw things up.  This has to be clean, clear and open to move 
forward as quickly as possible.  To right wrongs SHOULD NEVER BE open to legal games via intrusion or foolish legal 
spin. 

Positive End Results for All 
 
Indian Wells Valley :   
1. The population of IWV will have their issue of “unsustainable aquifer” solved and off the table. 
2. IWV will no longer be subject to government overreach and/or interference in the area of our water rights and, thus, in our 

daily lives 
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Los Angeles Area: 
1. Los Angeles area ends up with their own water and distribution of that water.  This could eliminate “other” outside water 

sources being imported into the LA area which could be another huge savings. 
2. Los Angeles eliminates the expense of the legal lawsuits brought against them for the “taking” of water from other areas and 

populations for years and diverting this water into their aqueducts, thus causing water shortage in those local areas where 
diverting their water from them  is taking place. 

3. Los Angeles eliminates the expense of maintenance, upkeep,  employees and all other costs necessary to maintain both of 
their aqueducts.  It is not known at this time whether that would just balance the new expenses of changing to desalination 
or be slightly under or over that savings, but elimination of legal expenses from lawsuits brought against them for diverting 
that northern water would surely boost that savings to the plus side. 

4. The cost of desalinating any water varies for reasons such as “quality” of water, method of delivery, etc.  Here is a general 
description from Wikipedia:  “As of June 2012, the cost for the desalinated water had risen to $2,329 per acre-foot. Each 
$1,000 per acre-foot works out to $3.06 for 1,000 gallons, or $.81 per cubic meter.”  Since anyone using water is charged 
and has to pay the bill for this water, it looks like this way of processing sea water could be very profitable in the long run.  

 
That’s my plan, albeit very preliminary and is just an overview of how  this problem can be addressed and resolved.  Now, let’s 
move forward! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please contact me with the thoughts of all those reading the above, especially more input on how to refine this path to positive 
resolution.  I know many of you can add to my above outline to bring more feasibility.  This is and has to be a full community 
effort.   My contact details are below and on page 1, left column. 
 
NOTE of appreciation: 
Thank you Susie Swearingen [raised in Trona] for this perfect procedure description to bring Pacific Ocean water inland to 
existing distribution area.   Also, thanks to Christopher G. Steward of Ridgecrest where, in his Letter to the Editor [Daily In-
dependent, July 24 (?)], he gives actual acre-feet of gallon figures diverted by LA and the comparison between LA’s intake 
via their aqueduct at 95,000 acre feet  per year and the reported IWV’s 30,000 acre feet of use per year.  Another thank you 
to Earl Seaman for his tremendous research  and bringing me so much past information ...Wow!  Excellent information!  I 
look forward to more input from our local IWV population.  Some of you have awesome experience and knowledge to share. 
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